Update—A
Update—A Cosmic
Cosmic Victory!
Victory!
“One man’s woo-woo, of course, is another’s deeply held belief system.”
Julia Moskin (1*)
“I think we have a duty to maintain the light of consciousness, to make sure it continues into
the future.”
Elon Musk (2*)
Hello humans,

As the microcosm I live in necessitates, I have started promoting my book and religious
idea on the streets directly to the people. I have obtained the city’s permission to do so. Even
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of my pen name & prophetic persona. 
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someone dressed like the devil or some lunatic scaring the normal people. But I dress up only
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and can carry many social labels, heavy burdens, and people’s sins upon his broad shoulders. 
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and critical evaluation of my book. I am happy and thankful that it is fair enough. Neutral
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“Immersive, providing readers with plenty of food for thought.…The blueprint for an
energetic new religion—composed mostly of woo-woo and blather.”
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• A book that presents a new cosmological theology.
• Oraiah writes all of this with a profusion of narrative energy and a generous amount of
quotation and allusion; the book is immersive, providing readers with plenty of food for
thought.

• Oraiah adds an element of blasphemy to his work by constantly invoking Carl Sagan in the
context of Cosmism.
• Sagan’s book Cosmos (1980) is called “one of the sacred writings that is part of the Bible of
the religion of Cosmism”—a statement that would have surely irked the rationalist atheist
Sagan.
However, I believe Sagan would have surely been pleased with my earnest eorts in
advancing the rationalist theist view of the world.
Minus () Points

Firstly, regarding the word “woo-woo” they use for my book, I say that the element of
woo-woo or mystical or supernatural is necessary to synthesize a religion. And when science is
at its core, a religion can be used as a social tool for the spiritual health and growth of a
civilization. Religion doesn’t have to be at odds with science. As the physicist Brian Cox says
to the podcaster Joe Rogan in this interview, it is okay to philosophize and theologize and
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Some might call my new beliefs as nonsense like the other religions’, but out of the many
options available, Cosmism is the one that really aspires to give supernatural love, hope, and
visions to people while standing on the shoulders of science and history. Cosmism is the
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developments while keeping its believers united and updated. Cosmism provides a common
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hopeful messages, and maintain healthy societies in a multiplanetary civilization. 
Even your favourite billionaire playboy and serial entrepreneur, Elon Musk, wishes there was a
theology of curiosity. He has recently tweeted:
“A new philosophy of the future is needed. I believe it should be curiosity about the
Universe — expand humanity to become a multiplanet, then interstellar, species to
see what’s out there.…God would want us to see Creation…” (4*)
I know Cosmism is the answer and I hope it will become a viable option to others. The second
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and US. I have done my best and drafted a crude blueprint for a new Space Age belief and
philosophical system. Now my duty is to continue to boldly stand and speak out in my
adoration of the Supersoul of Cosmos and to gather and form a capable, good-hearted
founding team. The goal is to build further the structure of Cosmism into a world religion and a
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and want to support its success through participation and donation. 

Finally, regarding the word “blather,” I know that absurdism is a clear literary device in
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book’s “immersive” energy is hidden. That’s where “plenty of food for thought” is kept. Oh,
what a joy to see them call it as blather! This messenger is rated R, after all. 
Cosmic blessings be upon you all,
Yoda Oraiah
Yoda The Prophet

*For source links and references, visit the author’s website at https://www.YodaTheProphet.com

